Of plastic in the world is not recycled.

2020: 70 Tons per Sec

2050: 120 Tons per Sec

90.5%
We received a fleet of:

- 55 Electrical Bikes
- 4 Tuk-tuks
- 1 Truck

436 Jobs created for people from vulnerable communities:

- 400+ Drivers
- 20 Women Cooks
Hussam Elias

**Balance**: 2.5 $  
**60 $**

**Collection**: 24

**Distance**: 5 Km  
**120 Km**

**Timing**: 24 m  
**5h 30**

Driver

- Bicycle: x2
- Scooter: x4
- Car: x12
- Van: x30
Together we can build the first crowdsourced recycling platform

Thank You for Listening

liveloverecycle.com
Recycle@livelovebeirut.com

Check Live Love Recycle on: